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One in ten of the businesses in the Austrian economy belongs to the cultural 
and creative industries1 (about 38,000 in total in 2011). From a structural point of 
view, they are mainly small enterprises and organisations, with one-person en-
terprises (OPEs) particularly important accounting for more than 60% (in 2013). In 
the past few years the cultural and creative industries have developed more dy-
namically than the overall economy, which has inter alia been reflected in better 
development of sales and employment figures as compared to the overall 
economy. As a sector, the cultural and creative industries are highly heteroge-
neous, comprising for example profit-oriented and non-profit enterprises and or-
ganisations as well as self-employed persons (e.g. self-employed artists). Follow-
ing branches are included in the CCI: architecture and design, audio-visual and 
multimedia, book and press, cultural heritage and archives, library, music, perform-
ing arts, games, visual arts.   

The financing structure of the Austrian enterprises and organisations in the cul-
tural and creative sector is dominated by a high share of equity, followed by loans 
and financing through contributions from private persons as well as subsidies. 
The importance of the respective financial resources within the financing structure 
varies greatly, depending on the sector as well as the form of enterprise and organ-
isation. Public and private contributions play a major role for non-profit enterpris-
es and organisations, while equity financing is extremely important for self-
employed persons and profit-oriented enterprises. Practically no use is made 
of alternative types of financing.  

The study examined the financing requirements of enterprises and organisations 
of the cultural and creative industries from a past and future perspective. In total, 
about 44% of those surveyed have both past and future financing requirements, 
groups with past and future financing requirements highly coincide within the target 
group. Only about a third of the respondents stated that they had no (future or 
past) financing requirements. A continuously recurring need for financing may 
be assumed for the target group surveyed, which predominantly focuses on small-
er sums   500.000. In total, about three quar-
ters of those surveyed have had or have finan
with the largest per  15,000. The 
 

1 Cultural and creative sectors (CCS) refer to: all sectors whose activities are based on cultural values 
and/or artistic and creative expressions, whether these activities are market or non-market oriented and 
whatever the type of structure that carries them out. These activities include the creation, the produc-
tion, the dissemination and the preservation of goods and services which embody cultural, artistic or 
creative expressions, as well as related functions such as education, management or regulation.  Cf. 
IDEA 2013. 

In the context of the European Union, following sectors are included in the CCI: architecture and design, 
audio-visual and multimedia, book and press, cultural heritage and archives, library, music, performing 
arts, games, visual arts. 
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relatively low capital demand is a consequence of the business model of crea-
tive professionals: their main capital consists of know-how and creativity, while their 
working capital requirements are not so great.  

Bridge or interim financing has been the most important reason why the enter-
prises and organisations surveyed have required financing in the last three years. 
Banks note that the financing requirements of the creative industry are mainly due 
to the need to finance ongoing activities and/or to pre-finance private livelihoods 
and less frequently to make concrete investments. 

Long-term financing requirements arise mainly in the context of having to (co-) 
finance real estate and/or equipment. Future financing of specific artistic/creative 
projects, sales and marketing activities as well as export activities are cited at an 
above-average rate by the video & film, music, book publishing and artistic sectors. 
Sales and marketing activities are given as a reason for future financing require-
ments predominantly by OPEs.  

Small and medium-sized enterprises often face tremendous difficulties in rais-
ing the financial resources they need to promote growth and innovation. At Eu-
ropean level2 it is stressed that access to financing poses an obstacle to entrepre-
neurial activity and performance, particularly for the cultural and creative indus-
tries, where access to loan capital is often hindered by numerous structural fac-
tors: the small size of enterprises, insecurity regarding the demand for their prod-
ucts and services, the complexity of their business plans and a lack of tangible 
assets. According to the European Commission, the banking sector does not have 
the necessary know-how to analyse business models in the cultural and creative 
industries and fails to assess the intangible assets of these sectors correctly.  

Particularly given the trend towards increased digitalisation, the cultural and crea-
tive industries face urgent adaption requirements and thus also investment needs. 
Moreover, the situation has been aggravated due to the financial and economic 
crisis3.  

Enterprises and organisations of the cultural and creative industries predominantly 
take advantage of four instruments or types of financing to meet their financing 
requirements. As the amounts required are small, financing requirements are main-
ly covered through overdraft facilities and/or current account advances. Cur-
rent account loans/working capital loans are by far the most important  but also 
most expensive  financing option, followed by drawing on accruing profits and 
contributions from private persons (family and friends). Injecting additional 
equity is the fourth most important type of financing. Crowd-financing has been 
 

2 European Commission (2012): Promoting cultural and creative sectors for growth and jobs in the EU. 
COM(2012) 537 final. 

3 Cf. ibid. 
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used only in few cases. The financing options used vary considerably, depending 
on the kind of organisation involved (profit-oriented, non-profit-oriented or self-
employed). Grouped accordingly to organisational forms, the types of financing 
show patterns that are similar to those arising when analysing financing resources. 
Profit-oriented enterprises strive to procure financing mainly through equity, fol-
lowed by contributions from private persons and bank loans. Support schemes for 
art and culture, government subsidies and contributions from private persons are 
vital for non-profit enterprises. Self-employed persons said that they make use of 
very different types of financing  contributions from private persons as well as 
bank loans or leasing. 

Access to external financing can be difficult for enterprises and organisations of 
the cultural and creative industries. This is mainly due to the structural conditions of 
the sector. In view of their small-scale structure as well as the high level of intangi-
ble assets, the organisations of the cultural and creative industries are classified by 
the banks as being exposed to higher risks. This in turn makes it more difficult for 
the respective enterprises to receive loans and may also result in less favourable 
loan conditions. Traditionally and due to changed framework conditions, banks 
tend to adopt a conservative approach. Furthermore, they lack the necessary ex-
pertise to assess intangible assets. As far as the creative professionals are con-
cerned, a lack of business or economic knowledge (e.g. how to draw up business 
plans) or a lack of time to prepare for loan applications may be decisive reasons 
why their applications are rejected or why they fail to submit such an application. 
The problem of asymmetric information between the target group and the banks is 
very pronounced.  

External financing in terms of financing through banks is in fact used by the 
enterprises and organisations, but mid-term and long-term bank loans are clearly 
not their preferred financing instruments. During the last three years, one third 
of the enterprises and organisations of the cultural and creative industries 
have submitted credit applications, with these being approved in the majority of 
cases (70%). However, the conditions (interest rates) did not always meet the ex-
pectations of the applicants (only in 38% of the cases). They had to pledge above 
all life insurance policies, as well as private bank deposits, personal guarantees 
and private real estate/mortgages, as security for these loans. 

The enterprises and organisations whose credit applications were rejected or 
which did not submit any applications mentioned a lack of collateral as the main 
reason. The issue of security was also given as the most important reason why 
they did not apply for loans despite their financing requirements (this affects about 
20% of all enterprises and organisations surveyed). As far as Austria is concerned, 
this verifies the hypothesis that access to bank loans is often linked with prob-
lems relating to securities. 
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A new programme promoting culture was launched by the European Commission 
for the new financing period. Under the umbrella programme CREATIVE EUROPE, 
the sub-programmes CULTURE, MEDIA and a cross-sector action programme 
facilitating access to financing for SMEs of the creative industry and enhanc-
ing political cooperation are being realised between 2014 and 2020. Access to 
financing is to be facilitated by setting up a Guarantee Fund for enterprises and 
projects of the cultural and creative sectors. The aim of the Guarantee Fund is to 
strengthen awareness among the financing institutions of the economic potential of 

programme objectives, the Guarantee Fund will offer comprehensive protection 
against default  backed by the European Investment Fund  to banks financing 
projects of the cultural and creative industries. In connection with the planned 
Guarantee Fund, there is g -visual sec-
tor, which is characterised by a large proportion of SMEs and which has been able 
to gain experience in obtaining financial aid from banks within the framework of 
previous assistance schemes of the MEDIA programme.  

In general, bank loans are not considered a very attractive financing instrument by 
the professionals of the cultural and creative industries. If the conditions of bank 
loans for creative professionals become more favourable due to the establishment 
of the Guarantee Fund, bank loans are expected to become more attractive for 
the sector. About 44% of the respondents stated that they would make use of state 
guarantees provided that there was a special guarantee tailored to the needs of the 
cultural and creative industries. In contrast, a third of the respondents were unable 
to assess whether the Guarantee Fund might be of interest to them.  

Scepticism was voiced with regard to the relevance of the financing instrument 
for specific parts of the target group and the implementation mechanisms. Sim-
ple structures and implementation mechanisms were desired by the target 
group. The banks surveyed expressed their interest in a Guarantee Fund for the 
cultural and creative industries. Support regarding the evaluation of projects in this 
sector and the development of the necessary expertise within the banks was con-
sidered particularly helpful. If banks were supported in developing expertise in as-
sessing intangible assets, they could also exper  towards 
more awareness of and understanding for creative professionals.  

A portfolio evaluation of the support programmes of aws from the perspec-
tive of the cultural and creative industries highlights the potential. Existing re-
sources of the aws, and in particular the interplay with instruments of the ERP 
Fund, are in fact attractive in this area. It is of course necessary to take into ac-
count that applications may be submitted only by applicants that are enterprises 
governed by the Trade Regulations. Applications to the European Guarantee Fund 
are, however, not subject to this requirement.  
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While the instrument of the Guarantee Fund is interesting and relevant to a specific 
part of the target group, knowledge about it is still very limited. aws will certainly be 
able to benefit from its partly existing access to this target group. Nevertheless, 
awareness of this (these) instrument(s) must not only be increased among the 
target group of the enterprises and organisations of the cultural and creative indus-
tries but also among bank representatives. At the present moment, this can be 
regarded as a great challenge.  
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